GULLIVERS FARM, SHOP AND
KITCHEN

CHRISTMAS MEAT
PRICE LIST
Contact us to place an order or come in store

ORDERS MUST BE PLACE BY
10/12/21

CONTACT NUMBER: 01202 619891
EMAIL: GULLIVERSFARMSHOP@STURTSFARM.COM
WEBSITE: WWW.GULLIVERSFARM.CO.UK
TWITTER: GULLIVERSFARM
FACEBOOK: GULLIVERSFARMSHOP
INSTAGRAM: GULLIVERSFARMSHOP

GULLIVERS CHRISTMAS
MEAT PRICE LIST
At Gullivers we pride ourselves on
supporting local farms but also the highest
animal welfare standards. We concentrate
of the selling of our grass fed biodymic
meat, but as we aren't a mass producer we
do supplement with local farms too.
GULLIVERS GRASS FED ORGANIC BEEF & PORK
We are a Biodynamic Farm, which essinail means all our animals have the highest
welfare standards and our meat is packed full of lots nutritious due to the grass fed
nature of the farm as well as this we also grow our own feed so we are selfsustanable. We aren't a mass producer and concentre on the holistic value our
farmers get for caring for our animals through our soical enterprise. We have a
limited amount. order now!
Due to our supply our meat is frozen straight away, so we dont have any waste, if
you would like your meat fresh please yet us know we can defoast for you or you
can recieve it frozen either way there is 7 days for it to be eated and it CAN NOT be
re frozen.

BEEF - PRICES PER KG
Topside
Rolled Brisket

£18.45£
13.50

PORK- PRICE PER KG
Gammon Joint

18.00

Pork Mince

£13.50

Silverside

£16.00

Pork Sausages

£13.00

Rump Steak

£23.50

Pork Chiplatas

£14.00

Rib Eye

£30.00

Back bacon

£24.50

Sirlon Steak

£30.50

Streaky bacon

£24.50

Fillet Steak

£44.00

GULLIVERS CHRISTMAS
MEAT PRICE LIST
Brunsell Farm Turkeys - A word from the Family
Brunsell Farm is a 7th generation family farm, nestled in the heart of the beautiful
Blackmore Vale,Sturminster.
Attention to detail is vital and at every step, the family is there, hands on to make
sure the birds enjoy the perfect conditions that produce the perfect turkey.
Our turkeys arrive to the farm as day old chicks from Kelly’s Hatcheries in Essex,
from the moment they hatch they are nurtured and cared for to the highest
ethical and welfare standards which is vital to produce the quality we pride
ourselves in.
We produce traditional farm fresh turkeys. They are dry hand plucked birds and
while this is very time consuming, it enables us to “ hang” them to allow the
flavour to develop. This is one of the major factors that sets them apart from mass
produced birds.

TURKEY - PRICE PER KG

4kg - 5kg
5kg- 6kg
6kg-7kg
1kg Crown
2kg Crown
3kg Crown
4kg Crown

£12.75
£12.75
£11.25
£12.50
£12.50
£12.50
£12.50

PLACE YOUR ORDER

CONTACT NUMBER: 01202 619891
eMAIL: GULLIVERSFARMSHOP@STURTSFARM.COM
WEBSITE: WWW.GULLIVERSFARM.CO.uk
TWITTER: GULLIVERSFARM
FACEBOOK: GULLIVERSFARMSHOP
INSTAGRAM: GULLIVERSFARMSHOP

